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Abstract  

The City of Ember is a very interesting novel that is although intended for young 

readers, have so many layers and messages that are misunderstood. In this research, both the 

novel and the film adaptation are studied with the intent to decode the warning messages that 

the novelist and the director tried to introduce to the audience. The research studies four vital 

messages; the first message is that history repeats itself for the novel has many allusions to the 

history of Jews and their painful holocaust and even goes back in history the days of Moses 

and the Exodus, the second message tackles the conspiracy theory that states nothing happens 

by accident and that everything is planned and connected hence comes the third message 

incarnated in the film adaptation of the novel, secret societies do exist namely the freemasons. 

Finally, the four messages come like a rather dark omen, Man's internal fear of the end 

whether the religious end represented by the apocalypse or the scientific end and the expiry of 

earth. Since the novel is for young readers, the author has provided a silver lining at the final 

message stating people always find a solution for all their problems in spite of the chronic 

fear. 

Keywords:    The City of Ember, film, novel, warning messages  

ر هع الاشارج الى الفلن الوقتثس عٌها يح لجيي دتزا في روايح هذيٌح اهةالزسائل التحذيز

ًظزيح الوؤاهزج  :كٌعاى لجل 
أًسام يعزب                                           هيادج سهيز  

 ٔانعهٕو انشٚاضٛت ةبذَٙكهٛت انخشبٛت ال –خايعت بغذاد 
 الخلاصح

ازذ اْى انشٔٚاث انخٙ حذسط ضًٍ عائم انخسزٚشٚت الايش انز٘ خعهّيم فٙ طٛاحٓا انكثٛش يٍ انشاٌ سٔاٚت يذُٚت ايبش حر

انشٔاٚت ٔاَخدٓا فهًا يٍ اخشاج خم كُٛاٍٚ حٕو ْاَكظ انًًثم الايشٚكٙ حبُٗ . يُٓح انًشزهت انًخٕعطت فٙ انٕلاٚاث انًخسذة

انٓذف يٍ ْزا انبسث حغهٛظ . سة انشعائم انًبطُت انخٙ ٚشعهٓا انفهىالا اٌ انفهى نى ٚلاقٙ انُداذ انز٘ شٓذحّ انشٔاٚت سبًا نكث

: حشكض انبسث فٙ اسبعت سعائم . انضٕء عهٗ انشعائم انخٙ زأنج كم يٍ يؤنفت انشٔاٚت ٔيخشج انفهى اٚصانٓا انٗ انُاط

نٕٛٓد سخٕعا انٗ حاسٚخٓى انشعانت الأنٗ ْٙ اٌ انخاسٚخ ٚعٛذ َفغّ ٔكٛف اٌ ْزِ انشٔاٚت حدغذ حاسٚخ انٕٛٓد ٔيسشقّ ا

انقذٚى يُز عٓذ يٕعٗ ٔ الانٕاذ، انشعانت انثاَٛت َظشٚت انًؤايشة ٔكٛف اَّ لاحٕخذ صذف بم اٌ كم شٙء يذسٔط ٔحصم 

ببعضّ انبعض ايا انشعانت انثانثت انخٙ حدغذث فٙ انفهى ٔنٛظ فٙ انشٔاٚت ْٔٙ فكشة ٔخٕد انًدخًعاث انغشٚت ٔخصٕصا 

عهٗ انشغى يٍ خٕفّ انذائى يٍ انُٓاٚت عٕاء ٕٚو انقٛايت أ الابادة انُٕٔٚت نشابعت ٔالاخٛشة اٌ الاَغاٌ انًاعَٕٛت، انشعانت ا

. انخغهب عهٗ خًٛع الاصياث عٕاء انذُٚٛت أ انغٛاعٛت أ الاخخًاعٛت الا اَّ ًٚخهك انقذسة عهٗ  

Introductory 
Gil Kenan is an Israeli-British-American film director and screenwriter,

1
 best known 

for his work on the animated family horror comedy filmMonster House2006.
2
The “City of 

Ember” is Kenan‟s second movie with Tom Hanks producing; released in October 2008.  The 

film is based on the best-selling novel City Of Ember by Jeanne Duprau (2003)
3
 and its script 

was written by the winner of the Distinguished Screenwriter Award at the 2011 Austin Film 

Festival (AFF), Caroline Thompson.
4
 The cast of the film included two Oscar nominees 

(Saoirse Ronan and Bill Murray) and two Oscar winners (Tim Robbins and Martin Landau) 

and other starring names.
5
But with a budget of $55 million and $17.9 million in the box 

office, a big question aroused; has Kenan‟s film adaptation failed to serve the warning 

message of Jeanne Duprau‟s book to the world or has the world misunderstood the message?  
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When World War II ended in 1945,Jeanne Du Prau(born 1944) was one-year-old 

which means that she is a war survivor. She has grown up in the 1950s burden with her age 

fear of what would happen next.  Ironically, the future disaster that there might be a nuclear 

war was what people worried about at that time and still do nowadays but with higher 

expectations. On her website, she described how people were building bomb shelters in their 

back yards a matter that apparently has influenced her ideas when she wrote Ember; “a city 

built to protect the human race from a terrible threat.”
6
What was that terrible threat?..War? 

…Disease?  …Environmental crisis? ...Aliens‟ invasion? … Zombies?…Monster? Who are 

the builders of the city of Ember? Why did they build it deeply underground? Why did they 

put 200 years instructions to escape?And why they were so sure that everything is going to be 

as they designed after all these years when the time comes? Who are the citizens of Ember? 

Do they have certain religion, nationality, race, or even a history?   All these questions and 

more could have captivated the readers‟ and audiences‟ minds as it has captivated DuPrau‟s 

and Kenan‟s mind as well but in different directions. However, both of DuPrau‟s novel and 

Kenan‟s film adaptation of the City of Ember shared the same post-apocalypse plot“in which 

the Earth's technological civilization is collapsing or has collapsed.”
7
 

The story in short tracks the continuous attempts of (Lina and Doon, the two protagonist 

teenagers) to prevent an apocalypse event (the collapse of the electricity generator) in order to 

save their doomed city; a non-technological future world.The city of Ember was built as the 

last underground refuge for the human race. Two hundred years later, the great lamps that 

illuminate the city began to blink. When Lina found a piece of an old message, she started to 

decode the secret that will save the city. She and her friend Doon must hurry up to discover 

the tracks before the lights go off in Ember forever. In their journey to solve the problem, they 

desperately dealt with the consequences of (solving the puzzle of the instructions box left by 

the builders, facing the mayor and find the way out ). With more than 3.5 million copies sold, 

DuPrau has succeeded to reflect the fear of the age of unknown threat, how to escape a 

coming apocalypse and how to strife in order to save others and survive in hard times. The 

City of Ember books became one of the modern-day classics especially written to young adult 

readers. 

Hence the aim of this study in shedding the light on the success elements of this novel and 

expose the coded warning massages woven by Jeanne DuPrau in her book TheCity of Ember 

and unraveled by Gil Kenan‟s film adaptation. While she was trying to set the readers‟ mind 

free to translate their future fears and make it a global political clash of interests, he was 

leading them to the secret coded design hidden in an old box of instructions and make it 

specifically religious or in another word a Jewish related matter. Despite their different 

perspectives, they found in themes like the end of the world, Holocaust survivors, Masonic 

secret society, conspiracy theory a well-hidden setting for inspiring young adults with the 

sense of salvation throughout generations. To figure out that unnamed thread and deliver 

these warning messages to the world, the researchers will explore and discuss the secret 

messages embedded in The City of Ember; religiously, politically, socially and scientifically. 

- The First message:  History repeats itself (The Holocaust survivors) 

Gil Kenan‟s film adaptation of the City of Ember was an honest incarnation of DuPrau‟s 

future scientific fear yet, on the other hand, it showed the religious interpretation of Jewish 

history. Looking for the lexical meaning of „ember‟, the word means a small piece of burning 

or glowing coal or wood in a dying fire. The word came in the bible as a symbol of hidden 

desire and continuous spirit to strife for disposition or changing one‟s state from slavery to 

freedom as happened with the Jews throughout history,
8
“Like charcoal to hot embers and 

wood to fire, So is a contentious man to kindle strife.”
9
It also came as a symbol of guidance in 

the Holy Quran, suratTaha, verse 10 when Moses  saw a fire and said to his family, “Stay 

here; indeed, I have perceived a fire; perhaps I can bring you a torch or find at the fire some 
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guidance.”
10

And this is what Kenan as a conservative Jewish director tried to deliver for his 

people that they should keep the spirit up, to flame the ember of strife in order to find a 

solution, to find their way out of the bottleneck which has been metaphorically represented as 

a light bulb on the book cover.     

He was able to take the story back to the historical and religious allegory for the Jews in 

exile and their exodus as came in Torah.
11

The lost children of Israel were led by Moses the 

messenger and his brother Aaron to leave the underworld of Egypt,escape the tyranny of the 

Pharaoh,cross the sea, bring the fire or the ember from the mountain of Senai in reference to 

the commandments or in other words the holy instructions or guidance, fall in sin and 

condemned to be lost again. This allegorical plot has continued in modern age represented 

with the holocaust in the two world wars; as history repeats itself. According to Tom Von 

Malder, Kenan tried to revive the memory of the holocaust survivors who were located in an 

underground city that was designed to last 200 years. The "escape" instructions were carefully 

coded and hidden in a closed box (protected) to go from mayor to mayor. The box was lost 

after the seventh mayor and the time has come to find it and save the people.
12

In Judaism, the 

box refers to the Tefillin (also called phylacteries meaning "to guard, protect"), are a set of 

small black leather boxes containing scrolls of parchment inscribed with verses from the 

Torah. They are worn by male observant Jews during weekday morning prayers.The arm-

tefillin, is placed on the upper arm, and the strap wrapped around the arm/hand, hand and 

fingers; while the head-tefillin, is placed above the forehead. The Torah commands that they 

should be worn to serve as a "sign" and "remembrance" that God brought the children of 

Israel out of Egypt.
13

 

The two teenagers Lina Mayfield and her friend Doon Harrow took the responsibility to 

save the City from its apocalypse (failing generator) and to figure out the puzzle of the box. 

According to the Jewish law children of Israel should take the covenant at age of thirteen for 

boys (become bar mitzvah) and twelve for girls (become bat mitzvah).They become 

responsible for their actions and are able to participate in all areas of Jewish community 

life.
14

In DuPrau‟s novel chapter one (The Assignment Day), she said that “grown people did 

their work, and younger people, until they reached the age of twelve, went to school. On the 

last day of their final year, which was calledAssignment Day, they were given jobs 

todo.”
15

For Lina to be the new messenger of the city on that day, the journey will take its 

allegorical order to save the city,take people out of Ember, and cross the river to the other side 

of light.   

- The Second message: Nothing happens by accident (Conspiracy Theory) 

 

In his book A Culture of Conspiracy: Apocalyptic Visions in Contemporary America, 

Michael Barkun,the political scientist, stated that conspiracy theories rely on the view that the 

universe is governed by design, and embody three principles: nothing happens by accident, 

nothing is as it seems, and everything is connected.
16

 

Nothing happens by accident. In her opening scene„Instructions‟,DuPrauintroduced the 

dialogue between the chief builder and the assistant builder and revealed their worry about the 

future of the City of Ember that was “just built and not yet inhabited.”
17

They designed the 

timeline of peoples‟ life by giving them two hundred and twenty years to live. They also put a 

set of instructions locked in a timed box determining their fate, how long they should stay, 

when they should leave, how will they know, what to do when the time comes, and whom to 

trust the secrets.  

 “They must not leave the city for at least two hundred years,” said 

the chief builder. “Or perhaps two hundred and twenty.”“Is that 
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long enough?” asked his assistant.“It should be. We can‟t know for 

sure.”“And when the time comes,” said the assistant, “how will 

they know what to do?”“We‟ll provide them with instructions, of 

course,” the chief builder replied.“But who will keep the 

instructions? Who can we trust to keep them safe and secret all that 

time?”
18

 

When the time has come, Lina the messenger and the chosen one for this task, found 

the box and piece of the instructions which have been hidden for two hundred and twenty 

years.  With her friend Doon, they found the secret exit of the city and cross the river out to 

save their people.  

Nothing seems as it is. According to Mariam Webster, conspiracy theory is “a theory that 

explains an event or situation as the result of a secret plan by usually powerful people or 

groups.”
19

 The Oxford English Dictionary also defines conspiracy theory as " the belief that a 

secret but powerful organization is responsible for an event"
20

In chapter 20 “The Last 

Message”, the secret plan of the City of Ember was unraveled to be a scientific project 

designed by a group of scientists who “have spent years and years making this plan.”
21

 They 

thought that the world is doomed and people should have good training to protect the human 

race from close disaster.As came in the notebook found by Lina and Doon, people of different 

age men, women, and babies all strangers to one another were recruited in this experiment to 

make false families with no memories or history. 

“They want us to forget everything about the lives we‟ve learned 

the places we‟ve lived. The babies must grow up with no 

knowledge of a world outside, so that they feel no sorrow for what 

they have lost.”
22

 

Finally, everything is connected.  In other words, the whole families and characters in 

the story are not really related; they have no blood or history relationships yet connected in 

one virtual world which they considered home and shared the same fate. In reference to the 

new world order, the whole world is going to be controlled and connected in one world. 

- The Third Message: Secret Societies Do Exist  

The novel starts with the Builders with capital B to refer to those scientists who 

created and built a secret society underground. The most famous secret society whose 

members are nicknamed the Builders are the freemasonry.
23

Although the novel carries many 

Masonic symbols like the Builders, Believers, secrete, the blue color, stones, the light, 

underground, pioneers, etc. were craftily interwoven and hidden that can be overlooked by 

readers not familiar with Freemasonry. The movie, in the other hand, seems like dipped in the 

river of Freemasonry from beginning to end. 

Freemasonry is a very ancient fraternity of stone builders and craftsmen that goes back 

in history to the builders of the Babel Tower and King Solomon's Temple.
24

 Freemasons had 

the knowledge of geometry and physics thus they were able to transform small drawings into 

large buildings that can defy gravity and time.
25

 This knowledge gave them distinctiveness 

and prestige so they kept their knowledge secrete from outsiders vowing never to tell their 

secrete knowledge nor writing anything about it.
26

 The freemasonry grew to be a secret 

society of builders who relayed on secret handshakes, symbols and codes for 

communication.
27

 The Masonic symbolic system is highly developed and many of their 

symbols are well known like the blue color, initiation rituals, pyramids, medallions, and the 

all Seeing Eye many of which one can see on the back of the one – dollar bill. Some symbols 

are old and borrowed from ancient belief systems namely the Egyptian, Babylonian, Jewish 

and Christian beliefs while others are purely Masonic and craft related like the square and the 
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compass.
28

 Many describe the fraternity as "a science of morality veiled in allegory and 

illustrated by symbols."
29

 

All old masons were operative masons, masons who actually design and build 

landmarks
30

 and it was not until the eighteenth century that scientists and elites from all fields 

of life joined the fraternity moving it to another level, a more philosophical, theoretical level 

and those masons came to be called the Speculative Masons.
31

 It was in 1717 London that the 

first Masonic Lodge was founded to honor the brotherhood of craftsmen of all professions 

whose aim is to "make good men better."
32

 Those elites gave the fraternity its symbolic depth, 

enriched it with a plan, made it sacred by setting fraternity initiation rituals, awarded degrees 

after completion each level of rituals, and finally assigned a role to be fulfilled. 

Since Freemasonry symbolism relays heavily on The builders of King Solomon's 

Temple, their most cherished architectural achievement, the lodge is designed as the alter of 

the Temple  that consists of two pillars called the pillars of the Porch
33

 and a windy staircase 

that represents Jacob's ladder to heaven or the source of illumination, the sun.
34

 The roof is 

covered with a blue canopy representing the sky imprinted on it the stars, sun, and moon.
35

 

The lodge is designed as a circle because it stands for the world, the globe.
36

 The circle does 

not only stand for the world and universe, the circle with the point in the middle represents the 

union of man and women
37

 where the point is the phallus that is the male organ that has been 

worshiped by many ancient religion especially the legend of Osiris while the circle represent 

the clitoris the female organ. Freemasons incorporated the point within the circle in many of 

their landmarks like fountains with an obelisk in the middle, in some cases the circle with the 

point in the middle is placed between two pillars each pillar represent one of the pastors of 

Masonry John the Baptist and John the Evangelist represented capital B and Capital E.
38

 

The Masonic lodge is the world of the freemasons, they cherish the sky and the sun 

since all religions and every country in the world of ancient world offered a sun – worship 

officers' positions within the lodge stand for the sun rise, mid and set positions and the 

movement is circular like the movement of the sun.
39

 

Becoming a mason involves going through three levels or degrees. The first degree is 

the Apprentice in which the candidate should attend a ceremony in an altar before him is set a 

sacred text or a book of instructions each candidate according to his belief system upon which 

he recites an oath of secrecy.
40

 The candidate is treated as a raw stone roughened by ignorance 

and darkness thus he is given a ruler and a gavel as tools for improving himself from a rough 

stone to a polished stone; a stone perfected by knowledge, purification, and light. He should 

use the ruler to measure "time well employed"
41

 and the gravel "purification of the 

heart."
42

During the second level which is called Fellow Crafts, the Apprentice is given tools; 

square, level and plumb, to perfect his character and cleans it from all vice and darkness using 

a square that stands for morality, level that stands for equality of station and plumb that stands 

for rectitude of conduct.
43

 He is also given the Masonic apron.In the final level he becomes 

the third-degree master Mason. After proving his craft, and perfection of his character, the 

overseer makes a circuit by his right hand to represent the movement of the sun then he 

bestows the Masonic light of knowledge and truth.
44

 In this stage the mason is given a trowel 

that stands for brotherly love 
45

 and vow to work because for the freemasons "labor is 

worship."
46

 In the Scottish Rite they use double three 33 to represent the highest levels in 

freemasonry since the double three represented the holy trinity, Christ was thirty-three when 

he was crucified, and his miracles were recorded as being thirty-three in Christianity. In 

Judaism Jacob's children were thirty three, the seal of Solomon and Star of David are two 

triangles with each triangle representing a three, and finally the human body has thirty-three 

vertebrate in his spine.
47

 

All this intensive secretive rituals and teachings have been interpreted as means for 

controlling the world hence emerged the Masonic-related conspiracy theories; the New World 
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Order and The Protocols of priors of Zion, causing the apocalypse through worshiping Satan, 

and the invasion of popular culture.
48

 

The Protocols of Elders of Zion is a document found in Russia that aims at enabling 

the Jews to control the world using freemasonry.
49

 This assumed collaboration between the 

Jews and freemasonry is called Judeo – Masonic Conspiracy.
50

 

New World Order conspiracy is also theory based on the ideas of the Illuminati, a 

secret society within the freemasonry, aimed at designing and creating a country ruled by new 

orders to create a Utopia in a world of chaos. The theory has it that both the freemasons and 

the Illuminati were able to achieve their goals by designing, and making America, their New 

World.
51

The very core of the country, Washington D.C. is designed, executed and ruled by 

freemasons.
52

 The founding fathers of the United States were mostly freemasons; they signed 

the declaration of independence and helped form the states' constitution.
53

 The United States 

carries the same code of ethics of the fraternity: "equality, mutual responsibility, religious 

tolerance, personal freedom and trust among men."
54

 

Since freemasonry believes in religious tolerance and derive much of its symbolism 

from all religions over the world they are accused of being Satanic in nature. Most holey 

books depict the tree of knowledge in Eden as being forbidden for man yet Adam and Eve 

sought this forbidden knowledge and consequently they were driven out of heaven for trying 

to obtain it. Freemasonry encourages seeking all knowledge thus are associated with occult 

and devil worshiping for defying god and asking for more knowledge. Lucifer, Satan, is 

called the light bearer so many associations were made between Lucifer and the Masonic 

light.
55

 

Popular culture includes the media, movies, literature, arts and songs and without 

doubt, Masonic symbols have invaded popular culture and this novel and its movie adaption 

is a living proof of this claim.
56

 

After this elementary background about Freemasonry, one can see the movie from the 

freemason's perspective.  

The first scene in the film shows a group of elite builders whom the narrator calls 

architects, scientists and engineers are all wearing blue decide to keep their members safe 

from extension in a secret hideout underground and to come out only when it is safe for 

them.These builders are clear representations of speculative masons who are accused of 

building America as their New World. Ever since its formation, freemasonry was considered 

as a threat to all countries thus anti – Masonic movement aroused. Many countries banned and 

forbidden secret societies and some countries like Germany actually prosecuted 80.000 to 

200.000 freemasons during the Holocaust.
57

 Freemasonry became a secret society because of 

this war against them.  

This hideout, Ember, is designed as a circle. The aerial footage of the city shows it to 

be like the Masonic circle with a point in the middle. Since the city is underground they have 

no sky but a canopy of lights just like the Masonic lodge canopy. Unlike the novel's school 

setting,the assignment day of graduate students takes place in a gathering hall with an 

entrance designed with two pillars and winding staircase. On top of each pillar, there is a sun-

shaped light. In front of the entrance, there is a circular fountain with a statue in the middle. 

The statue is of adult male and female with a child reaching frantically to the sun-shaped 

light. The movie provides an unmistakable Masonic lodge setting with all its symbolic 

references enhanced when the Masonic rituals of initiation begin.  

The Mayor places the book of the City of Ember, depicted in the movie as a sacred 

and secret book kept locked and can be read only by few including the mayor, then recites the 

oath as candidates of the Masonic lodge reciting their oath from their sacred text. In the novel, 

there is no such oath nor the Book of the City is that sacred. On the contrary, it is taught in 

school as part of the students' education.  
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Doon and Lina, the candidates are given their jobs as assignments they should train to 

learn and maintain, not based on their skill. Both are given the tools of their jobs and are 

assigned a master to teach them just like the first level of freemasonry, the Apprentice. At the 

beginning they are rough stones lack the knowledge and education of their profession. Their 

education goal is to find the Masonic light, a way out of the darkness of Ember. Thus they 

start their education by deciphering the instruction left by the elites printed on a circle – 

shaped eaten up a map at the same time their encounter with the darkness of ignorance 

represented by their failure to fix the generator and the darkness of corruption represented by 

the Mayor. They had no knowledge of how their city operates, how electricity is functioning, 

they don't know there is a world they are buried underneath, nor a river that runs underneath 

their city. They were not confronted with moral corruption till they face Lizze, the Mayor, the 

chief guard,Looper and the huge mole were all stealing their food. In the movie they had to 

make drastic moral choices, Lina refuses Lizzee's can of food as a price for her silence, she 

walks straight to the chief guard to report the Mayor stealing and they confront the greedy 

mole in the storerooms. In the novel Lina takes cans of food and keeps silent, she goes with 

Doon to report the Mayor, and there is no mole in the novel.     

In this stage, they become Fellow Crafts. To reach the thirds degree, they reach the 

generator room marked by two light bolts facing each other representing electricity as well as 

the Masonic double three or thirty-three. Most of the deciphering occurs in the emergency 

control room after passing the second stage. They find the boats marked with capital B, the 

circular path of boats, and the river which they had no idea that it exists. Doon had to use the 

control panel using circular motion using his right hand to control the river's water flow just 

like the hand movement of the master mason bestowing the degree. Then after a rough 

journey, Doon and Lina from earth, using water came out to fresh air and light ascending the 

winding ladder to heaven thus reaching the Masonic light. The Mayor is eaten up by his own 

greed, the mole.  

The movie ends with Doon and Lina trying to pass their knowledge to the people of 

Ember, so they tie a message on a stone that falls right into the hands of his fellow Masonic 

father.  

Secret societies are always threatened by exposure and prosecution just like the 

freemasons. The city of Ember is founded to save their members from extinction yet their 

secrete hideout is dying. The city operates by a large generator that beats like a heart in the 

background. Whenever there is a climax one can hear the heart enthusiastic beats, and when 

there is a threat it fails and stops like a stroke in the heart that can be revived with electric 

shock yet sometimes it is beyond revival. Secrete society, like the generator in the city of 

Ember, beats in the background sometimes its beating is faint like its novel representation and 

sometimes it beats very loudly like the movie representation of the same society. 

- The last Message: "People find a way through just about anything."
58

 

The last message in The City of Ember concluded all messages in one sentence wither 

believers or not, secret society members, ordinary humans, refugees, all people are created 

being able to find a solution to almost all their problems. The novel starts and ends as a 

longitudinal case study
59

conducted by a group of scientists on a selected, controlled and 

trained sample. Their exact number and ages are carefully selected and paired to form a small 

family. Male and female adult participants are all over sixty to make sure they will not 

produce children of their own flesh and blood, they are old enough to forget most of their 

social and cultural memories, and with the knowledge that they will not live long to rebel or 

protest. The male and female babies are too young in facts a few days old. The sample is 

called pioneers, are placed in a controlled environment underground. The environment is built 
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on a river, a source of energy, mild temperature and air. The city is built on the river and a 

generator is constructed to change water power into electricity.  

The scientist had a perfect plan; they wanted to see if they can preserve human life 

after the expiry of earth. From the down of civilization, Man was obsessed with the idea that 

this world is coming to an end. Religion called this expiry of earth as doomsday or the 

Apocalypse, yet scientist believes it to be a natural result of using the planet so badly. As 

mentioned earlier, The City of Ember is considered an apocalyptic novel. According to the 

dictionary, the word Apocalypse means "uncovering"
60

 and it is a religious term found in all 

religions although it first appeared in the New Testament, the book of Revelation denoting the 

destruction of all evil and the triumph of God and his true believers.
61

 It is also called the end 

of time, judgment day, or the end of the World in many world religions for example in Islam 

and Christianity. In the world of science, earth and the whole world will come to an end not 

because of a Supreme Being but simply because everything has to come to an end and they 

called it expiry of earth, human extension, and global catastrophe.
62

Since there are many 

scientists in the world there are many theories of how the end will be just the same as in 

different religions stating different types of doomsday yet they all share the same end.    

Whether God – made disasters or Man-made disasters the scientific people wanted to 

be prepared for both. In the novel, the disasters are not named yet in the movie it is war. The 

underground shelter lab was so vast that people believe they had a sky above them yet it is a 

dark sky. All buildings were made of stone to survive environmental influences. The sample 

was brought into ember and the exit was concealed from all of them and hidden inside a box 

that has a timed lock. Once the builders leave the city, the clock starts clicking for 200 and 

twenty years; a proper time to form generations of the population with no knowledge of 

anything but this lab. As lab rats, the people of ember were provided with on need to know 

information. They live in a city they think it is the only inhabitants of the world, it is light 

with electricity powered by the river yet they do not know how electricity works thus don't 

know how to fix it, they don't know what is a river thus cannot in common sense know that 

they can leave using the river. Knowledge is hidden from them deliberately because they have 

no books whatsoever. The library only has piles of paper clips together written by people of 

ember recording their experiences about things. In school they study numbers, letters and the 

right from wrong is in the book of ember.  

The sample was never meant to stay in this environment forever thus there are clocks 

everywhere, all clocks are wind – up clocks, they are ticking and their references become 

more climax. Characters are compared to clocks like lizzee wound – up too tight that is the 

way she moves so fast. The irony of the clock here is that in 1947 the members of the Bulletin 

Of Atomic Scientist, an academic journal, published the volume of their journal with a clock 

on its cover to represent Doomsday clock
63

; this clock ever since represented the 

"hypothetical global catastrophe as "midnight"" and the members opinion of how close the 

world is to midnight each year. In January 2017 for example, the journal's clock is set only 

two minutes and half to midnight after Donald Trump's
64

views of nuclear weapons in North 

Korea and Russia.   

The name of the city itself means ember, which contrary to the popular believe is not 

fading fire, the deterioration of the environment is heating up the sample's minds enforcing 

them to come up with ideas. Getting an idea is generally symbolized by the light bulbs similar 

to the one the novel's front cover. Ember is heated coal that will spark at the end of the novel. 

The sample managed to find the accidentally lost instructions and managed to find their way 

out.  

Conclusions 

Both the author DuPrau and Kenan were successful in presenting the warning 

messages in their works yet each message require certain knowledge that should be 
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understood. The novel is for young readers and the film stared young actors and most of the 

readers and the audience are young thus lack the proper frame of mind to comprehend such 

messages. Many teacher's resources and guides for this novel try to direct the young reader to 

the idea of refugees and provide projects and activities that aim at defining the concept of the 

refugee with a very brief account of the modern historical overview of the concept. Other 

resources, however, concentrated on the idea of the world coming to an end, thus 

brainstorming solutions and precautions for saving the planet from expiry. The conspiracy 

theory and the secret societies concepts were never approached before and are left for the 

reader and the audience to decipher.   
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